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ABSTRACT

This paper study the reconstruction of High Dynamic Range (HDR) video from snapshot-coded LDR
video. Constructing an HDR video requires restoring the HDR values for each frame and maintaining
the consistency between successive frames. HDR image acquisition from single image capture, also
known as snapshot HDR imaging, can be achieved in several ways. For example, the reconfigurable
snapshot HDR camera is realized by introducing an optical element into the optical stack of the
camera; by placing a coded mask at a small standoff distance in front of the sensor. High-quality HDR
image can be recovered from the captured coded image using deep learning methods. This study
utilizes 3D-CNNs to perform a joint demosaicking, denoising, and HDR video reconstruction from
coded LDR video. We enforce more temporally consistent HDR video reconstruction by introducing
a temporal loss function that considers the short-term and long-term consistency. The obtained results
are promising and could lead to affordable HDR video capture using conventional cameras.

Keywords high dynamic range imaging · image and video processing · computational photography

1 Introduction

The human visual system can sense up to 20 F-stops of luminance contrast with minimal eye adaption Banterle et al.
[2017]. Modern image sensor technology is incapable of matching this performance and reproducing the full dynamic
range of natural scenes within a single exposure. The challenge of single shot (or snapshot) High Dynamic Range
(HDR) imaging arises from the tremendous gap between the huge intensity range in natural scenes and the very limited
bit depths that modern camera sensors can offer.

Modern films are often shot using cameras with a higher dynamic range, which mainly require both HDR shooting and
rendering in addition to special effects, particularly seamless mixing of natural and synthetic footage. HDR video is
also required in all applications that require high accuracy in capturing temporal aspects of the changes in a scene. HDR
video capture is essential for specific industrial tracking processes, such as melting, machine vision such as autonomous
driving, and monitoring systems.

In Alghamdi et al. [2019, 2021] we proposed a computational imaging solution to single shot HDR imaging by minimal
modifications of the camera to implement per-pixel exposure, as well as a deep learning algorithm based on the inception
network to reconstruct HDR images. Specifically we explored a variant of the spatially modulated HDR camera design
that does not require a custom sensor, and can be incorporated into any existing camera, be it a smartphone, a machine
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Figure 1: Illustration of the effect of the binary pattern distance from the sensor plane on the resulting optical mask.
When the binary pattern is exactly on the sensor plane, we obtain the exact binary pattern mask. As the binary pattern is
moved away from the sensor by various distances D, the mask becomes blurred versions of the binary pattern. The
blurriness depends on the distance.

vision camera, or a digital SLR. We envision in particular a scenario where the camera can be reconfigured on the fly
into an HDR mode with the introduction of an optical element into the optical stack of the camera. To realize these
desired properties, we propose a mask that is not attached directly to the surface of the image sensor as in the case
of Assorted Pixels Nayar and Mitsunaga [2000], Nayar and Branzoi [2003], but is instead placed at a small standoff
distance in front of the sensor. To support dynamic hardware reconfiguration, we explored rapid calibration of the mask,
as well as snapshot HDR image reconstruction. We proposed (1)an easy-to-implement modulation method that requires
minimum hardware modification and a simple self-calibration technique; (2) a new HDR reconstruction algorithm built
upon inception network that decodes decent HDR images from the raw Bayer data. We demonstrated both in simulation
and by a prototype that the combination of hardware encoding and software. In Alghamdi et al. [2019, 2021], our
primary focus was capturing and reconstructing a single HDR image from a single coded LDR image, and we worked
mainly on the spatial domain of the image.

Our main focus in this paper is to work with coded LDR videos, where we expect to benefit greatly from working
jointly on both the spatial and temporal domains of video images. In this article, we will concentrate on constructing
HDR video from coded LDR images obtained using the reconfigurable snapshot HDR camera. Reconstructing HDR
video from coded LDR video requires restoration of the HDR values for each frame and maintenance of the consistency
between successive frames. Spatio-temporal coherence between, and among, the frames must be exploited appropriately
for accurate prediction of HDR values. Although 2D-CNNs are powerful for modeling images, 3D-CNNs are more
appropriate for spatio-temporal feature extraction as they can maintain the temporal information. For this reason, the
reconstruction would fail if we directly used our proposed networks in Alghamdi et al. [2019, 2021] to video frames
separately, because they lack a mechanism to preserve temporal coherence.

2 Related Work

Basically there are two main methods for acquiring HDR images: HDR sensors, and multiple LDR exposures captured
with standard sensors. Some HDR cameras have been presented to the scientific society, but are still not accessible for
market consumers, e.g., Nayar and Branzoi [2003], Tocci et al. [2011], Chalmers and Debattista [2011]. There are a
few alternative commercial HDR sensors, such as the Red Epic camera Red Company, Thomson Viper Grass Valley,
Arri Alexa Arri Alexa, Sony PXW-Z90 Sony, and Phantom HD Vision Research, though these devices still have a
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limited dynamic range under 16 f-stops and are extremely expensive. To overcome this limitation, many computational
imaging techniques have been developed via co-designing the sensor architecture and post-processing algorithms for
HDR image acquisition Reinhard et al. [2010]. These methods can be categorized into three distinct approaches. The
most common way is to capture a sequence of low dynamic range (LDR) images with different exposures and fuse
them into an HDR image Debevec and Malik [1997], Mann et al. [1995]. Modern cameras and mobile devices can
easily afford successive image capture, making this method capable of producing decent HDR images for static scenes.
However, when either the scene is dynamic or the camera shakes during capture, the resulting images can suffer from
ghosting artifacts. The second approach is to utilize multiple sensors to simultaneously capture differently exposed LDR
images by, for example, splitting the light to multiple sensors with a beam-splitter McGuire et al. [2007], Tocci et al.
[2011], Kronander et al. [2013]. This sophisticated approach is expensive and needs additional rigorous calibration.
The third approach is to capture a single LDR image with a per-pixel or per-scanline coded exposure. Reconstruction
algorithms are applied later to create HDR images Nayar and Mitsunaga [2000], Nayar and Branzoi [2003], Serrano
et al. [2016]. This type of computational camera can be achieved by using a per-pixel coded exposures in the sensor
architecture Kensei et al. [2014] or by mounting an optical mask onto an off-the-shelf camera sensor.

In Alghamdi et al. [2019] for easy implementation of a grayscale mask, we choose to place a random binary optical
mask at a short distance (typically 1-2 mm) in front of the sensor. Note that we did not optimize the distance, but
simply mounted our mask on the cover glass that is usually present in front of the sensor. Light propagation from the
mask to the sensor results in a blurred version of the binary mask. The actual statistics depends on both the mask and
propagation distance. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of distance on the resulting optical mask. For HDR reconstruction
we introduced an algorithm built upon an inception network that decodes reliable HDR images from the raw noisy
coded Bayer data. We demonstrate both in simulation and using a prototype that the combination of hardware encoding
and software decoding leads to a simple, yet efficient, HDR image acquisition system.

In Alghamdi et al. [2021] we present a transfer learning framework for solving the HDR reconstruction part. Our
motivation comes from the fact that available HDR image datasets are small compared to the typical requirement for
training deep neural networks. In Alghamdi et al. [2019] we solved this issue by pre-training on a large simulated HDR
dataset. This pre-training is expensive in both in memory and time; experimenting with different network structures will
need weeks of pre-training. In tIn Alghamdi et al. [2021] we incorporate architectures pre-trained on a different large
scale task, and transfer them to our HDR reconstruction. This new approach reduces our processing time substantially.
Specifically, we propose an encoder-decoder framework, that learns an initial estimation of the HDR image, as well
as useful image features. We then refine our estimate through residual learning Ronneberger et al. [2015]. Our final
network can be trained end-to-end. For the encoder, we use a VGG16 Simonyan and Zisserman [2014] network
pre-trained on ImageNet. With few epochs of training on a small dataset the network learned to reconstruct high quality
results.

3D-CNNs have successfully been applied to high-level vision tasks for videos, such as action recognition and event
classification Ji et al. [2012], Tran et al. [2015]. The spatio-temporal feature extraction capability of 3D-CNNs was
demonstrated in Ji et al. [2012], Tran et al. [2015]. In Tran et al. [2015], the authors argued that 3D-CNNs provide an
adequate video descriptor, and a homogeneous architecture with small 3×3×3 convolution kernels in all layers is among
the best-performing architecture for 3D-CNNs. Moreover, the capabilities of 3 D-CNN in video enhancement, inpainting
and super-resolution have been proven Lv et al. [2018], Kappeler et al. [2016], Wang et al. [2017], Wan [2019]. This
article will use a 3D CNN to globally perform a joint demosaicking, denoising, and HDR video reconstruction coded
LDR video. As far as the author knows, there is no published work on the construction of HDR video from coded LDR
images that utilizes temporal information in the reconstruction process.

3 Methods

3.1 Imaging Model

In our HDR system, we propose placing an optical mask into the optical path in close proximity to the image sensor.
The propagation of light from the mask to the sensor leads to a grayscale modulation pattern on the captured image. In
a color camera, a Bayer Color Filter Array (CFA) samples the radiance into three color channels. The camera sensor
then converts the photons impinging on the image plane over a specific exposure time into electrons, and quantizes the
voltage values into digital numbers (DNs). Basically, the process of capturing coded LDR video can be mathematically
expressed as follows:

yk = g (f (BΦxk∆t)) , k = 1, 2, 3, .. (1)
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Table 1: C3D network architecture. All convolutional layers are followed by ReLU, except for the last layer. K: kernels,
S: strides, Ch: output channels, D: dilation.

L Type K S Ch D L Type K S Ch D
1 conv. 3 1 64 - 6 conv. 3 1 64 -
2 conv. 3 1 64 - 7 conv. 3 1 64 -
3 conv. 3 1 64 - 8 conv 3 1 64 -
4 conv. 3 1 64 - 9 conv. 3 1 64 -
5 conv. 3 1 64 - 10 conv. 3 1 3 -

Table 2: DC3D Network architecture. All convolutional layers are followed by ReLU, except for the last layer. K:
kernels, S: strides, Ch: output channels, D: dilation.

L Type K S Ch D L Type K S Ch D
1 conv. 3 1 64 - 6 conv. 3 1 64 -
2 dilated conv. 3 1 64 2 7 dilated conv. 3 1 64 2
3 conv. 3 1 64 - 8 conv 3 1 64 -
4 dilated conv. 3 1 64 2 9 dilated conv. 3 1 64 2
5 conv. 3 1 64 - 10 conv. 3 1 3 -

where, yk ∈ RM is the captured raw LDR image, xk ∈ RM is the radiance in the scene, k is the frame/time-instance
index, Φ ∈ RM×M is the spatially varying modulation mask, B ∈ RM×M is a diagonal matrix that represents the
Bayer filter, and ∆t is the exposure time. f is a nonlinear function that includes the camera response and quantization.
g is a noise function that accounts for different types of noise in modern imaging sensors, including photon shot noise,
dark current, fixed pattern noise, quantization noise and other nonlinearities Konnik and Welsh [2014].

3.2 HDR Reconstruction Network

We experimented with three different 3D convolutional networks, as illustrated in Figure 2. All models have the same
input, which is the coded CFA LDR video frames, y ∈ Rf×h×w×c, where f represents the number of consecutive
frames, h and w indicate height and width, c = 3 for RGB channels, and output the estimated HDR video frames
x ∈ Rf×h×w×c.

C3D is a simple network that consists of ten convolutional layers without any pooling or dilation. Each convolutional
layer is followed by a ReLU non-linearity activation, except the last layer. Paddings are used to force the input and
output to have the same size. The detailed configuration of the C3D network is illustrated in Figure 2 and listed in
Table 1.

The second model is a dilated convolutional 3D network DC3D; this model utilizes dilated convolutions, which allows
the receptive field to expand exponentially without losing resolution Yu and Koltun [2015]. The DC3D also consists
of ten convolutional layers, but the second, fourth, seventh, and ninth layers are dilated convolutional layers. Each
convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU non-linearity activation, except the last layer. Paddings are used to force the
input and output to have the same size. The detailed configuration of the DC3D network is illustrated in Figure 2 and
listed in Table 2.

Our C3DED network inspired by Wan [2019] follows an encoder-decoder structure and consists of 18 layers. Given
the coded CFA video, the network first consists of six convolutional layers. The third and fifth layers are strided
convolutional layers to encode feature-maps to a latent space, capturing its temporal-spatial structure. Then, three dilated
convolutional layers with a rate of two are employed to capture the spatial-temporal information in a larger perception
field. Finally, HDR video is achieved by seven convolutional layers and two fractionally-strided convolutional layers.
Their order is illustrated in Table 4. To ensure that every pixel contributes, we use 3x3 convolution kernels with a stride
of 2, instead of max-pooling and upsampling layers, to compute the feature maps. Recognizing that non-successive
frames may have relations with the current frame and avoid information loss beyond frames, we restrict stride and
dilation to impact only within frames, rather than across frames; a similar approach was used in Wan [2019]. As a
result, the feature map of each layer has a constant frame number f. Skip-connections, as in U-Net Ronneberger et al.
[2015] , are also employed to facilitate feature compounding between the encoder and decoder. Moreover, all of the
convolutional layers are followed by a ReLU non-linearity activation, except the last. Paddings are used to force the
input and output to have the same size. The detailed configuration of our 3D completion network is illustrated in
Figure 2 and listed in Table 4.
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               Input: CFA LDR

...
       Learned log(HDR) Video

DC3D

                Input: CFA LDR

...
       Learned log(HDR) Video

C3D

Skip connection

                Input: CFA LDR        Learned log(HDR) Video

C3DED

conv. + ReLU dilated conv.+ReLU conv. (pooling)conv.↓+ReLU deconv.↑+ReLU

Figure 2: Examined 3D convolutional networks for Video HDR Reconstruction. All networks take as input the captured
raw LDR frames y and output an estimation for the log(HDR) video frames x̂.

3.3 Loss function

Our goal is to reconstruct reliable HDR frames that look like ground-truth frames, and we want the reconstructed frames
to be temporally consistent. Therefore, we propose to train our models with (1) content loss between the ground-truth
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Table 3: C3DED network architecture. All convolutional layers are followed by ReLU, except for the last layer. K:
kernels, S: strides, Ch: output channels, D: dilation.

L Type K S Ch D L Type K S Ch D
1 conv. 5 1 16 - 10 conv. 3 1 128 -
2 conv. 5 1 16 - 11 conv. 3 1 64 -
3 conv.↓ 3 (1,2,2) 32 - 12 deconv.↑ 5 (1,2,2) 32 -
4 conv. 3 1 64 - 13 conv. 3 1 64 -
5 conv.↓ 3 (1,2,2) 128 - 14 conv. 3 1 32 -
6 conv. 3 1 128 - 15 deconv.↑ 3 (1,2,2) 16 -
7 dilated conv. 3 (1,2,2) 128 2 16 conv. 3 1 32 -
8 dilated conv. 3 (1,2,2) 128 2 17 conv. 3 1 16 -
9 dilated conv. 3 (1,2,2) 128 2 18 conv. 3 1 3 -

HDR frames x and output x̂ learned by the network, and (2) short-term and long-term temporal losses between output
frames x̂.

Content loss: This loss consists of two parts: (1) a pixel-wise image domain mean L1 error (MAE) loss and (2) a
perceptual VGG loss, and both are computed for every frame f .

LContent (x, x̂) = λ1L1 (x, x̂) + λ2LV GG (x, x̂) , (2)

Where the perceptual loss LV GG is defined as follows, given a network V (e.g. VGG), we compute the loss between
each learned image x̂ and its corresponding ground truth x, as follows: First, we utilize V as a feature extractor, by
selecting the output of N layers. Finally, we define our new loss as in Eq.(3), where x is the logarithm of the ground
truth HDR image, x̂ is the output of the last layer of our HDR reconstruction network, and xi and x̂i ∈ RHi×W i×Ci

are outputs from the i-th layer of network V .

LV GG(x, x̂) =

i=N∑
i=1

1

Hi ×W i × Ci
ωi

∥∥xi − x̂i∥∥
1
, (3)

where ωi is used for weighting the contribution of features extracted from layer i to the loss function. Our final loss
function can be defined as

Temporal loss: Since we use supervised training to train our models, we can force the temporally coherent pixels
in the ground-truth x to be temporally coherent in the recovered output x̂. Our temporal loss consists of two parts:
(1) short-term memory loss, where the motivation is to enforce consecutive frames to be temporally coherent, and
(2) long-term memory loss to enforce long-term temporal coherence, the simplest way is to enforce all frames to be
temporally consistent with the first frame.

Short memory loss can be defined using the following equation:

LSM (x, x̂) =
1

f − 1

f∑
t=2

‖(wt→t−1 � (x̂t − x̂t−1))‖1, (4)

the� represents the pixel-wise product, and wt is the visibility weight matrix calculated from the warping error between
the ground-truth HDR frame xt and xt−1. The visibility weighting matrix between two frames is computed as follows:

wij
v→u = exp

(
−τ
(
xiju − xijv

))
, (5)

where ij indicates the pixel’s spatial location, u and v indicate the temporal index of the frame. τ > 1, we used τ = 100
in our experiments, wij

v→u approaches 1 when the ground-truth pixels xiju and xijv are similar. On the contrary, when
they are different, the value of wij

v→u approaches 0.
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Similarly, Long-term memory loss can be defined using the following equation:

LLM (x, x̂) =
1

f − 1

f∑
t=2

‖(wt→1 � (x̂t − x̂1))‖1, (6)

Now we can define the temporal loss as follows:

LT (x, x̂) = λ3LSM (x, x̂) + λ4LLM (x, x̂) , (7)

and from this, our loss function can be defined as follows:

LV HDR (x, x̂) = λ1L1 (x, x̂) + λ2LV GG (x, x̂) + λ3LSM (x, x̂) + λ4LLM (x, x̂) , (8)

4 Training

To train our networks, we combined HDR video from three publicly available HDR video datasets: DML-
HDR Banitalebi-Dehkordi et al. [2014], LiU HDRv Kronander et al. [2013], and the Zurich Athletics 2014 dataset EBU
[2014]. We obtained 63 shots, with a total of 59K HDR video frames. We used 45 shots with around 46K HDR frames
to synthesize the training and validation dataset. We used the remaining 18 shots with a total of 13K frames to generate
the testing data. We synthesized the coded CFA LDR video frames y in a similar manner as the still data Alghamdi et al.
[2019, 2021]. However, we fixed the exposure time to .033ms to simulate 30fps video capture. As in the still case,
we simulate both the ideal sharp mask statistics and the more realistic low-frequency masks resulting from a non-zero
spacing between the mask and the image plane. Both are shown in Figure ??. As a result, 50 percent of the simulated
masks are uniform masks, where each mask pixel has a random value between zero and one. The other 50 percent
are LF Gaussian masks, which simulate the finite distance between the binary pattern and the sensor in our current
prototype, as explained in Section ??. We simulated the fabricated binary pattern as a random Bernoulli matrix of zeros
and ones. More information about the mask simulation and synthesized LDR generation can be found in section ??.

We used the 45 HDR shots to generate 3K coded LDR samples for the training set, each of which consist of f = 8
frames and h = w = 512. We selected a random training HDR video for each sample, randomly picked a starting
frame, then chose a random crop location. We fed the selected frames into the simulation module. We trained the
HDR reconstruction networks using PyTorch Paszke et al. [2017] with two NVIDIA V100 GPUs. For learning, we
used the ADAM optimizer Kingma and Ba [2015]. We set the learning rate to 10−4. All models were trained over
600 epochs, with a mini-batch size of 4. We set λ1 = 1, then conducted experiments with λ2 = [0.01, 0.1] , and
λ3 = λ4 = [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1]. For each model, we trained ten networks; two utilize LContent loss, and eight use
LV HDR loss.

Here, we clarify that the purpose of the experiments presented in this paper is to estimate the performance of 3D models
and the loss functions introduced in the previous section. 3K samples are by no means enough for training image
reconstruction CNN. We experimented with training our models on 30K versus 3K samples for 100 epochs, and the
results were numerically and visually similar. A final model should be trained on a larger dataset.

5 Results

We synthesized 200 clips from the test shots as described in the previous section. The performance of each model
with every loss function was measured using the average HDR-VDP2 QScore Mantiuk et al. [2011]; larger values are
better (up to 100). We also computed the mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), temporal loss LT (7),
SSIM Wang et al. [2004], and perceptual loss LV GG (3). As indicated in the previous section, we experimented with
λ2, λ3 , and λ4 values. For each model, we trained ten instances, one for each the ten hyper-parameter values. The
results reported in this paper are for the hyper-parameters that produced the highest mean HDR-VDP2 QScore. For
all models, Lcontent (2) with λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0.01 produced higher mean HDR-VDP2 QScore. Also LV HDR (8) for all
models, λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0.01, λ3 = λ4 = 0.001 led to the highest HDR-VDP mean score. From Table 5, we can see
that five out of the six metrics indicated that the C3DED network produced the best results, this could be related to the
higher depth and receptive field of the C3DED network compared with the other two networks. Also, using LV HDR

generally produced better metric values for each model than LContent. Although DC3D network have the same depth
and number of parameters as the C3D networks, the numerical results for all metrics show that the DC3D network is
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Table 5: Evaluation of three 3D convolutional models. For each model, we reported two loss functions. We tested 200
coded LDR clips simulated from the test shots. We computed the average HDR-VDP2 QScoreMantiuk et al. [2011];
larger values are better (up to 100). Also we computed the mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE),
temporal loss LT (7), SSIM Wang et al. [2004], and perceptual loss. LV GG(3).

C3D DC3D C3DED
LContent LV HDR LContent LV HDR LContent LV HDR

Qscore 53.34 53.58 53.63 55.03 54.93 55.07
MAE 0.087 0.074 0.079 0.064 0.077 0.067
MSE 0.016 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.012 0.010
LT (7) 0.145 0.135 0.131 0.128 0.123 0.123
SSIM 0.784 0.798 0.804 0.832 0.847 0.837
LV GG(3) 0.102 0.100 0.104 0.094 0.096 0.093

full-resolution frame consective frames (zoom-in) consective frames (zoom-in)

G
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E

D

Figure 3: Simulated video HDR reconstruction results using the proposed 3D models of the LV HDR loss function. Left:
one full-resolution frame tone-mapped from the recovered HDR video. Middle and right: zoom-in of two crops taken
from four consecutive frames, two recovered exposures are shown for each crop.

better than the C3D network. This is most likely because of the increased receptive field resulted from utilizing the
dilated 3D convolutions.

An example of a challenging 30-stop fire scene at night using LV HDR loss is shown in Figure 3. The two zoom-in
crops show the details in four consecutive frames of the reconstructed clip. For each crop, we present two exposures
indicating the high dynamic range of the recovered results. The three models can successfully construct a reliable
HDR image. Figure 4 shows the HDR-VDP2 maps each full-resolution frame shown in Figure 3. The HDR-VDP2
maps indicate that the results of the C3DED network are the closest to the ground truth HDR image. Figure 5 shows a
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C3D DC3D C3DED

Figure 4: HDR-VDP2 results for the reconstructed frame shown in Figure 3, using LV HDR loss. This fire scene is a
challenging 30-stop scene. The HDR-VDP2 maps indicate that the C3DED network results are the closest to the results
of GT.

low (consective frames zoom-in) high (consective frames zoom-in)

G
T

C
3D

D
C

3D
C

3D
E

D

Figure 5: Zoom-in simulated HDR video reconstruction results using the proposed 3D models with the LV HDR loss
function. The reconstructed tone-mapped HDR images with low exposure (left) and high exposure (right), indicating
the dynamic range of the recovered images. C3DED network images are the closest to the GT images.

zoom-in of another challenging scene. All results in this figure were obtained using the network trained with LV HDR

loss. The results of the C3DED network are the closest to ground truth HDR image.

Figure 6 shows the effect of using LV HDR instead of Lcontent on noise and artifact reduction. This figure shows
zoom-in images of HDR video reconstructed frames using the proposed 3D models. Results for both the LV HDR and
Lcontent loss function are shown. Noise in the arias noted by the white box in GT crops is reduced by the networks
trained using LV HDR loss.

Figure 7 shows the effect of using LV HDR instead of Lcontent on generation of more temporally coherent results.
This figure shows zoom-in of HDR video frames reconstructed using the proposed 3D models. For all networks,
using LV HDR results in a more temporally coherent image. This scene is a challenging running clip simulated from the
Zurich Athletics 2014 dataset EBU [2014]. We can see both the C3D and DC3D results are degraded for this test clip,
indicating that such scenes need a higher network depth and receptive field.
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Figure 6: Zoom-in simulated HDR video reconstruction results using the proposed 3D models. Results for both LV HDR

and Lcontent loss function are shown. The reconstructed (zoom-in) tone-mapped HDR images for both low (left) and
high (right) exposures indicate the dynamic range of the recovered results. Noise in the arias noted by the white box in
the GT crops is reduced by the networks trained with LV HDR loss.

6 Discussion

This paper shows how to utilize 3D convolutional networks to recover HDR video from coded LDR video. We
experiment with temporal loss. The obtained results are promising and could lead to affordable HDR video capture
using conventional cameras. However, several aspects need further investigation. In particular, as mentioned in the
training section, we used 3K simulated coded clips (24K coded CFA LDR frames in total) from the 45 training shots
(59K HDR frames in total) in the training dataset. In general, deep learning networks need to be trained on a much
larger dataset to produce more accurate results. This raises two questions: will generating more simulated clips from
HDR training shots be enough? Will pre-training on a larger synthesized dataset from high-quality LDR videos, as
we performed in Alghamdi et al. [2019], it was necessary to pre-train the inception network to reconstruct still HDR
images from CFA coded LDR?

In Alghamdi et al. [2021], we addressed this issue by transfer learning from a different large-scale task (image
classification on ImageNet), which led to considerable improvements in still HDR reconstruction. However, we tried a
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Figure 7: Zoom-in simulated HDR video reconstruction results using the proposed 3D models. Both LV HDR and
Lcontent loss function recovered images are shown. Using LV HDR generates more temporally coherent results for the
three models. The C3DED model recovered images have much less noise than the other two models.

similar approach using a residual 3D encoder-decoder network for video reconstruction. We tested an encoder network
pre-trained for action recognition on Kinetics-400 Kay et al. [2017]. Specifically, we selected R3D-18, which is an 18
layer Resnet3D network Tran et al. [2018]. We trained this network on both 3K training samples and 30K training
samples. For both datasets, the network suffers from overfitting to the training data. This overfitting could be solved
using a larger training set. However, another downside of this approach is the considerable memory requirement for
such a network.
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